
Beavertronics 5970 presents 
Path Generation and 
Following



My name is Noah
My role on the team is Team Captain.

Hello!



What will be covered

Spline Generation

◇ Waypoints                                              
◇ Cubic Hermite Spline

Trajectory Generation

◇ What is a trajectory?
◇ Kinematic Model

Odometry

◇ Why Feedback
◇ Sensors to Use

Pure Pursuit Path Following

◇ Overview
◇ Examples

◇ Evenly Spacing Points

◇ Travel Vector
◇ Using Encoders to Approximate Distance

◇ Velocity Constraints
◇ Visualization
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Waypoints

◇ Points the robot must drive through
◇ Include heading at the waypoint
◇ Will be used to generate path



Cubic Hermite Spline

◇ Method for generating smooth path through 
waypoints

◇ May not be most efficient path
◇ Must avoid loops!



Evenly Spacing Points

◇ Makes math much easier
◇ Include heading at the waypoint
◇ Will be used to generate path
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What is a trajectory?

◇ Will output a “velocity profile” for the robot
◇ Tells wheels how fast to turn based on path 

and kinematics of robot



Robot Kinematic Model

◇ How does position, velocity, of robot change 
with different actions?

◇ Find max velocity, acceleration experimentally
◇ Measure wheelbase



Velocity Constraints

◇ Start with list of n points all at 0
◇ Constrain by curvature
◇ Constrain by acceleration/positive jerk
◇ Constrain by decel/negative jerk



Odometry
Use of data from motion sensors to estimate 
change in position over time.



Why use odometry?

◇ Estimate position of robot
◇ Dead reckoning is inconsistent
◇ Can help account for bumps, voltage 

fluctuations, etc..
◇ Must be used with feedback



What sensors can you use?

◇ Encoders
◇ Gyro
◇ Accelerometer
◇ Camera



Travel Vector

◇ A ray with its origin at the center of your robot 
facing where the bot is travelling

◇ Can find with gyro, watch for accumulated 
error

◇ Also with camera, but must be near reference 
point



Using encoders to 
approximate distance

◇ Assuming encoders work properly, you have 
distance travelled by both sides of bot

◇ You want distance travelled by center of bot
◇ A little math… (just average the two)
◇ X += Center_distance * cos(travel_vector)
◇ Y += Center_distance * sin(travel_vector)
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Process Overview

◇ Find where your robot is relative to path
◇ Find “lookahead point”
◇ Find closest point
◇ Generate arc from robot to path
◇ Calculate velocity of each wheel to drive on 

arc
◇ Repeat



Any questions?

More resources:

⃟ Seminar on this: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8319J1BEHwM

⃟ My code for this: 
https://github.com/NoahBamberger/Motion-Profiling

Thanks!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8319J1BEHwM
https://github.com/NoahBamberger/Motion-Profiling

